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Playing card storage box

Short instructable how to make a BB storage box. This moddel box is easy to get to (me) and verry portable. You will need to soak the box in the water to remove the label. This is done in 2 minutes. Pan it with plaid and fill it with BBs! You can hang it on a belt or something like that, and quickly fill your
BB-gun. I use it for bb-gun. To begin with, Cut the cardstock to the necessary measurements to the box card. Base card - 25.5cm x 15cm Hit 6cm, 12cm, 18cm and 24cm along the longest side. At the end there would be a flap of 1.5 cm. Score 7cm on the shorter side. Cut through the score to the 7 cm
mark and discard the flange of 1.5 cm from the top. From the lower part of the 1.5cm flange, cut slightly off at an angle. I missed taking a pic in this step, so here's a pic from the internet that shows how it looks! Add patterned papers of your choice to flanges that appear on the front. I've stuck another cs
on my back so it's stand straight. Exploring Holidays Gardening Recipes and Cooking Decorating Home Improvement Ideas for Cleaning and Organizing Shop Rooms News Beauty &amp; Style Health &amp; Family Pets Local Services Box is one of the old school cloud storage companies, one that was
busy doing file synchronization and storage before it was cool and Apple and Microsoft caught on. As a result, it's packed with features and features, and is only available about everywhere you're going to have it. It's the business packages that make the Box stand out from the crowd, but it does cater to
consumers as well. The emphasis is on syncing files to a special folder, not backing up all systems and hard drives, and here's what you need to know about it. Read more: TresoritYou can sign in to the Box hereBox featuresBox takes Dropbox access to cloud storage by creating a specific folder on your
Windows or macOS computer, and then keeping all of its contents in sync with the cloud (and other devices where you have installed the Box). If you are looking for a solution that will back up your hard drive, OS and settings and everything, then that's not it – the strengths of the Box are located
elsewhere. Like Dropbox, Box does a very neat job of integrating yourself with File Explorer on Windows or Finder on macOS. The Box folder appears next to other main folders in the system, and you can choose to have all files downloaded for offline access, or to keep them online and transfer them
when needed (this is handy if you want to maximize free space on a local drive). Sharing files and folders is easy and easy, whether you need to work with other people or just create a link that can be distributed to who needs it. Box integrates very well with Office 365, G Suite, Adobe Creative Cloud, and
other software packs, and it's really the end of the product's business, where it's really surprising. With this in mind, the command functions are good: control access to files and folders, see who cooperates on what, checking the use of files and data throughout the country, and so on. If you're a big
business that needs to manage cloud storage data in a complex way, Box is one of the best options; everyone else, it's not that convincing. (Image credit: Future) Box interfaceAcross all its different apps, the Box interface tends to stay basic and minimal, but it's not always negative – it's definitely polished
and easy to use, even if we'd like to see a few more features and features to show, rather than hidden behind menus. Software slickness extends to mobile apps for Android and iOS too, so you can easily get to your files from anywhere. When it comes to Windows and macOS, Box really feels like part of
the operating system, and we can't give it much more praise for it. On the downside, there's no way to limit bandwidth to use if you have a lot of files to transfer. We find the synchronization process quickly and responsively though – about as good as we would expect given our Internet connection. On the
web everything is slick and easy to get around. For example, you can easily make the most recent file changes and create a list of favorite locations in the Box folders, which you can access with a single click. We also appreciate the function to detect some files and folders to automatically delete on a
certain date (although you can access it only if you are one of the charge packs). The box also does a great job related to third-party apps and plug-ins, mixing into the background and feeling like a native feature rather than an add-on. A lot of scenarios don't really box the interface as one that could be a
plus or minus against the service, depending on your point of view. Overall, though, in the years that Box has had to fine-tune its software offerings out in the show. (Image credit: Future) Box Security Security is something that Box takes very seriously indeed – there's AES 256-bit encryption as standard,
and if you need full end-to-end encryption (so even the Box can get your files in a crash), it's available with an add-on. We are pleased to see the two-factor authentication included here, which makes it difficult for anyone to break into your account, even if they have your username and password. All file
transfers, logins and even Box application installations are tracked and logged in, and if you add the full Admin console, you get even more auditing and control options. If a file or folder can be accessed, you can receive information by e-mail so that when someone says they are reading your review, you
know they are less than true. With full compliance and regulatory tools on offer as well, it all adds up to a very safe and comprehensive service indeed. Box pricingBox definitely has a lot of paid-per-plan to choose from, and that includes a free level – provided you can with 10GB cloud storage and file
size limit of 250MB. Pay for a Personal Pro plan that is $10/£8 per month and which goes up to 100GB cloud storage and a maximum file limit of 5GB. It's not particularly appealing if you consider how much storage the likes of Apple, Microsoft, Google and Dropbox are giving up. Business plans are $7/£4



per user per month for Starter (100GB of storage), $20/£12 per user per month for Business (unlimited storage), $33/£20 per user per month for Business Plus (unlimited storage), and $47/£28 per month for Enterprise Enterprise (unlimited storage). These deals are much better value (you can save more if
you pay each year), and 14-day free trials are available in all of them. (Image credit: Future) Box JudgmentBox very much seems to be focused on the business market, even if it offers a couple of plans for consumers too – it's stacked with collaboration, data compliance and automation, and makes a lot
of API available if you need something exclusive. If you pay for one of the more expensive plans, with unlimited storage, it is an attractive overall package. For consumers who have only a little money to spend, that money is probably better spent elsewhere – Box's apps aren't as user friendly as those
offered by its competitors, and it can be expensive depending on what you need. It's a great option for cloud storage and syncing, but it's not a great option for anyone. We have also highlighted the best cloud storage our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; You can
learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases made from our chosen links. Whether you're looking to cut out bulky 3-ring binder photo albums, waiting until you have time to properly album all your memories, or just looking for places to save your photos that are
better than a shoe box under your bed, photo storage boxes can be a smart choice. They offer a convenient, organized way to store all your precious memories. Here are the best photo storage boxes available online. With this photo storage system, you get 16 sturdy, single-lap boxes each with up to 100
4-inch x 6-inch photos— a total of 1,600 photos. You can sort your pictures by month, year, event, or family law to easily find everything you're looking for in the transparent rainbow color boxes. There are places where the sticker (not included) on the box for even better organizations. All the smaller
boxes fit into a larger one, which is also clear so you can see what's inside without opening it, and it's a top handle easy to make. And, yes, they're acid-free, too. This box is made of an archive and acid-free board to provide a safe and easy way to save your photos. At 11.25 x 7.75 x 4.5 inches, it can
hold up to 1,100 prints, is up to 4 x 7 inches. In addition to photos, reviewers like greeting cards, wedding keepsakes, baseball or football cards, cards, postcards and other souvenirs. There shall be a metal identification holder for sticky label from the outside. They are in seven different colors and a stack
of several makes a nice display on the bookshelf. For long-term storage of your precious memories, including photos and newspaper clippings, this 60-point weight,free acid-free barrier boxboard with lid will keep them pristine. In addition, the container contains a buffer that neutralises any migrants' acid
and atmospheric pollutants in order to protect against acid, dust, dirt and light. The box provides 12 archive-quality photo storage envelopes that match 12 photos up to 6 x 6 inches to help you organize your photos by year or event; they're great negatives, too. (Need more? Additional envelopes are sold
separately.) The box and envelopes are certified by the Image Permanence Institute Photo Activity Test. Keep your 4 x 6 inch photos for everlasting in these durable, snap-tight boxes; they feature rounded corners to prevent damage to your images and keep them wrinkle-free, too. Each transparent body
has six smaller colored photo carriers, which can contain 100 photos. The external case measures 8.60 x 7.40 x 5.50 inches; if you need more, with the handle molded on the cover they each stack. Boxes are BPA-free, acid-free, PVC-free, unlignin-free. In addition to photos, use them to save recipes on
index cards, cards, and seeds. For those who have more photos than they know what to do with this big 15.2 x 8 x 6.2 inch photo box is a good place to start. It is made of acid-free polypropylene with a tight snapping damr to keep your image safe. The plastic is hard and resistant to wear. It comes with
three removable splitters for a versatile system and eight internal organizers; even more organization, invest even more in ArtBin for smaller, compatible organizers. In addition to photos of large size makes this thing an ideal place to store craft items, old magazines, first aid kits and emergency supplies.
Plastic has the advantage of being see-through, which means you can more easily find what you are looking for because you don't have to open every case to see what's inside. This kit comes with 16 smaller cases that are large enough to hold up to 1,600 photos that are 5 x 7 inches. Plastic is acid-free
and cases have a snap-tight buckle to keep your photos safe; the outer box has a handle for easy wear. In addition to photos, try these legos or other small toys or craft supplies. A larger external case that measures 8 x 7.5 x 5.25 inches holds six smaller individual things that hold up to 100 4 x 6 inch
photos each. Durable, durable plastic is an acid-free-try inserting a label from the outside to id date or case photos or write it with sharpie. All cases are transparent, allowing you to easily see what's in. In addition to photos, use them to store negatives, trading cards, postcards, or cards. This a wooden
box can be stained, painted, or otherwise personalized, it makes a great gift for a newlywed couple or a new parent's place to store their photos and other mementos. Note that it is not acid-free, so if you plan to use it primarily for photo storage, you can buy archive envelopes or smaller plastic cases to
insert inside. It has a small embedded window upwards where you can insert a label or photo that can determine what's inside. It measures 9.25 x 7.36 x 4.72 inches. Final Verdict The best total photo storage box is the Novelinks Photo Storage Box (view amazon), which can hold up to 1600 4 x 6 inch
photos of rainbow colored boxes. Colour boxes are transparent enough to easily find photos. If you're looking for a storage box that's particularly acid-free, we recommend Pioneer Photo Storage Boxes (check out Amazon). (e.g. Amazon).
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